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Abstract
We present an outline of the history of phenology, from its ancient origins up to the present day. The overview takes us
from ancient times to the medieval period, when the natural history of plants and animals was closer to literature than to
science, through the 1500s which saw the rebirth of natural sciences, then moving on to the birth of scientific phenology in
the 1700s with Linnaeus and Reaumur and towards the subsequent developments in a modern science.
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Riassunto
Viene presentata una descrizione della storia della fenologia dalle origine più antiche ai giorni nostri. La ricostruzione
storica fluisce dapprima attraverso l’evo antico ed il periodo medioevale, allorché la storia naturale delle piante e degli
animali fu più prossima alla letteratura che alla scienza, attraversa poi il XVI° secolo, cuore della rinascita delle scienze
naturali, per soffermarsi quindi sulla nascita della fenologia scientifica del XVIII° secolo, con le figure di Linnaeus e Reaumur, giungendo infine a delineare gli sviluppi più recenti della disciplina.
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Introduction
Proposed for the first time in 1853 by Charles François
Antoine Morren (1807-1858), a Belgian botanist, the
term “phenology” is generally described as the art of observing life cycle phases or activities of plants and animals in their temporal occurrence throughout the year
(Lieth, 1974). Other various definitions have been
coined, but perhaps the most complete and appropriate is
that proposed by the US/IBP Phenology Committee:
“phenology is the study of the timing of recurring biological events, the causes of their timing with regard to
biotic and abiotic forces, and the interrelation among
phases of the same or different species”.
The study of periodic biological phenomena, divided into
various phases (phenophases) and seen from a temporal
point of view pertains to descriptive phenology. As in
any other natural science, the observation of phenomena
represents the fundamental first step in collecting knowledge.
The investigation of the relationships between phenophases and external or internal factors that govern the
phenological manifestations belongs more properly to
scientific phenology: in order to produce reliable results,
this step involves on the one hand the application of rigorous methodologies for data analysis and on the other
also requires precise criteria in the surveying methods.
The results of scientific phenology can be usefully applied to many different fields (health, agriculture, environment): i.e. applied phenology.
Phytophenology is the branch of phenology that deals
with the seasonal rhythms of plants.
A modern researcher carrying out phytophenological
studies will begin with an initial phase of observation of
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plant rhythms (under natural or controlled conditions),
and will then proceed to an analysis of the data with respect to endogenic and exogenic factors, indentifying the
reciprocal relationships: this will allow the creation of
interpretative models that can be used for spatialization,
forecasting and other applications.
The historical steps of Phenology (and Phytophenology),
to some extent, follow a similar investigative approach:
from the ancient series of annotations on flowering or
harvests, we pass, from the renaissance onwards, to the
study of the environmental factors that seem to influence
the variations in the appearance of phenophases: in the
18th century serious consideration is given to the methods and surveying criteria and at the same time we see
the birth of phenological modeling. In the 19th and 20th
we witness a widespread development of phenological
studies and their cartographic application, making use of
data analysis methods and obtaining significant progress
in phenological forecasting, by means of increasingly
sophisticated numerical models.

The origins of Phenology
Descriptive phenology probably first arose among primitive farming societies, where changes in vegetation and
harvests were noted according to the seasons, although
little or no trace has remained of such early observations.
The great Mediterranean civilisations (Egypt, Mesopotamia), as well as those in Asia (China), have left signs
of phenological observations made thousands of years
ago (Schwartz 2003): some of the oldest written records
of phenological events in plants and animals come from
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Fig. 1 - a)

Thermometer made for Linnaeus (photo from The Linnaeus Museum in Uppsala) by Johan Gustav Hasselström (signature
IGH) at the end of the 1770's. Linnaeus' first thermometer, made in 1745, probably looked just the same.
b) An interesting detail of the frontispiece inserted in Hortus Cliffortianus (1737): at the bottom of this beautiful allegorical plate
(by Jan Wandelaar), there are two little boys (putti) conversing, one holding a spade (traditional horticulture) and one pointing
to a very modern thermometer (scientific approach).
Fig. 1- a) Termometro in gradi centigradi appartenuto a Linneo ( foto dal Museo Linneano di Uppsala), costruito da Johan Gustav
Hasselström (IGH) alla fine del 1770; il suo primo termometro, probabilmente simile a questo, Linneo lo fece costruire nel
1745.
b) Particolare della illustrazione che ornava il frontespizio dell’opera Hortus Cliffortianus (1737): nel contesto di una bella tavola allegorica (opera di Jan Wandelaar), due putti simboleggiano il colloquio tra due anime della orticoltura, quella tradizionale pratica (putto con la vanga) e quella innovativa scientifica (putto con il termometro in gradi centigradi).

China (11th century b.C.) and the oldest existing example of a phenological calendar was again found in China
(8th century b.C).
The Romans too used phenological calendars; among the
classical scientists and thinkers we can mention Pliny the
elder, who gave careful attention to phytophenological
rhythms: “Floret prima omnium amygdala mense januario .. ab ea proximae florent armeniaca dein tuberes et
precoces” (Naturalis historia, 77 AD).
Ancient and lengthy series of observations were often
recorded for religious or economic purposes. The flowering of cherry trees, which coincides with an important
religious festival, has been recorded in Tokyo from the
9th century AD until today, while in Burgundy, France,
notes have been made of the harvests of Pinot noir since
1370. Some of these long series of data have been used
to help modern reseachers to study climatic fluctuations
(Arakawa 1955; Zhu 1973; Chuine et al. 2004).

The origins of scientific Phenology
In Europe, following the Medieval period, a renewed interest in the natural science gave rise to the study of Botany at university and to the creation of botanical gardens
and herbaria: among the important figures of the Renaissance, special mention should be given to Konrad Gess-

ner (Gesnerus), a man of letters, linguist, doctor and
naturalist, who worked in Zurich during the first half of
the 16th century: one of his minor works (De stirpium
collectione, published posthumously in 1587) contains
the first detailed account (180 pages) of leafing, flowering and fructification of 1250 plants, including trees,
shrubs and herbs (Greene 1983).
However, for a real advance in the phenologichal sciences we must wait for the 17th century with the work of
White, Marsham and above all, Linnaeus and Reaumur.
In this century, descriptive phenology underwent a great
development in England: Gilbert White (in Selborne,
Hampshire) and William Markwick (in Battle, Sussex)
recorded the seasonal events in more than 400 plants and
animals over 25 years (1768 - 1793); moreover, in 1736,
thanks to Robert Marsham, a very long series of
phenological observations was begun in Norwich (Norfolk) in England, regarding the vegetative and reproductive cycle of numerous wild species, both woody and
herbaceous: these records were continued by his descendants up until 1947. This precious historical series has
been analysed by contemporary authors (Sparks & Carey
1995) to study phenological fluctuations over the last
two centuries.
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The contribution of Linnaeus
The great Swedish naturalist Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778),
in his tireless work of investigating and classifying nature, also took into account the biorhythmic and
phenological aspects of living things, relating them to
geographical and climatic factors: “cold winds, shade,
wet soil and altitude all delay the unfolding of the shoots,
while sheltered sites enhance the process”(Vernatio arborum, 1753).
In Philosophia Botanica (1751) he outined methods for
compiling annual plant calendars of leaf opening, flowerig, fruiting and leaf fall, together with climatological
observations “so as to show how areas differ”.
Among other things, the interest taken by Linnaeus in the
effect of climatic factors on plants led to the creation of
hot-houses for the experimental cultivation of exotic
plants, equipped with the very first invaluable thermometers in Celsius degrees for the constant measurement of
the temperature (Fig.1).
His fascination with circadian biorhythms gave him the
idea of making a clock made of plants (Horologium
florae) where the hours of the day are marked by the
opening or closing of the flowers of various species. The
clock is based on the choice of reliable indicator species
(“Aequinoctales”, i.e. flowers with fixed times of opening and closing) and excludes those whose rhythms vary
according to the climate (“Meteorici”) or latitude (“Tropici”, influenced by the length of the day).
However, he was also interested in the seasonal manifestations of nature and drew up a detailed calendar (Calendarium florae, 1756) based on observations made in
Uppsala on plant phenology, adding careful notes on the
climate.
Then, various botanists went on to create their own
phenological calendars: G.A. Scopoli made one in Slovenia (Calendarium Florae Carniolicae, 1761), and so
did several authors over the following century. In his
“Calendario di Flora Bolognese per l’anno 1873” G. Bertoloni writes: “The great Linnaeus with his own observations was the first to invent the flower calendar, which
was to be the regulator of agricultural works in the cold
Swedish climate… Lamarck did it for France, and my
father (A.Bertoloni), like other botanists, for Italy”.
The calendar of 1873, made by G. Bertoloni, contains
detailed phenological observations on the spontaneous
flora around Bologna, together with samples gathered in
a phenological herbarium (Fig.2), collected in a year that
was climatically anomalous due to a very mild winter:
among other things, he notes that spring plants such as
Viola odorata, Veronica hederifolia, Erodium cicutarium, Salvia pratensis, Trifolium pratense, Achillea millefolium, Anemone hortensis, and Daucus carota, were already flowering in mid-January.
Going back to Linnaeus, perhaps his most interesting
phenological study is that found in his dissertation Vernatio arborum (1753), where he reports the results of a
three-year campaign of phenological investigation on the
emission of leafs in about twenty trees and shrubs in 18
different locations in Northern Europe (Fig. 3): this
represents the first report covering an international
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phenological network, carried out in accordance with a
precise protocol regarding the choice of sites (the sites
had to be representative of the surrounding countryside
as far as the soil and climate were concerned), the
phenophase to record (“per vernatione arborum intelligimus statum illum, quo arbores .. gemmas explicare et
folia erumpere occipiunt”) and the surveying method
(the date of the appearance of the phenophase was recorded in the same trees for three consecutive years); on
this matter Linnaeus writes: “Perhaps we could have established more precise rules, but if these had not been
followed in all cases, the data would not have been homogeneous”.
This brief summary is sufficient to underline the strictly
scientific approach that distinguishes the studies of Linnaeus from the observations, albeit valid, of previous
naturalists.

The birth of pheno-climatic models
René-Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur, an academic of the
Sciences in Paris, is famous for his studies on the relationships between environmental temperature and
phenophases. He was the first to discover that flowering
takes places when the sum of the environmental temperatures of the previous months reaches a certain value and
he formalized these relations in mathematical terms
(1735) in the model of thermic summations. The great
French naturalist M. Adanson (1750) modified Reaumur’s model, introducing the concept of thermal threshhold: in this case the summations are calculated excluding temperatures below 0 °C . This model, with a few
modifications and variants, has been widely and successfully applied till today to make phenological forecasts
based on the meteorological trends.

The development of phenological monitoring
networks between the 18th and 19th centuries
After Linnaeus, from the end of the 18th century, the
first survey networks covering large territories were set
up, in order to monitor phenological events in their spatial, not only temporal, dimension (Lieth, 1974): the Societas Meteorologica Palatina in Mannheim established
the first central-European phenological network (17811792).
Halfway through the following century the first Russian
network was set up, organized by the Russian Geografical Society (from 1850, with over 600 observatories), as
well as the British, run by the Royal Met. Society (from
1857) and American network, active in 33 states from
1851 -1859, with observations on 86 species, including
plants, birds and insects (Smithsonian Istitution).
The organisation of the networks was usually in the
hands of establishments or bodies (scientific societies,
services) that dealt with Meteorology or Geography; in
Italy, though, the earliest networks of this type were the
fruit of the initiatives of single scholars: A. Da Schio and
D. Lampertico organized the first phenological network
in Italy in Veneto and in Emilia (1887).
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Fig. 2 -Native plants flowering in
January 1873 near Bologna (Italy),
collected by Giuseppe Bertoloni
(Herbarium of the University of Bologna
(BOLO),
photo
by
A.Managlia). The year 1873 was
climatically anomalous due to a very
mild winter: spring plants such as
Viola odorata, Veronica hederifolia,
Geranium (Erodium) cicutarium,
and others were already flowering in
mid-January.
Fig. 2 - Foglio d’erbario contenente
alcune piante fiorite nel gennaio
1873, raccolte da Giuseppe Bertoloni (Erbario della Università di Bologna (BOLO), foto A.Managlia).
L’anno 1873 fu climaticamente anomalo a causa di un inverno estremamente mite, tanto che piante a
fioritura primaverile come Viola odorata, Veronica hederifolia, Geranium (Erodium) cicutarium e altre,
fiorirono in pieno gennaio.

Fig. 3 - Linnaeus’ synthetic table resuming all phenological data collected during three years (17501752) in 18 North European locations: day of “bud break” and “leafing beginning” of about twenty
common trees and shrubs, and moreover, time of seeding and harvest of
barley (“Vernatio arborum”, Linnaeus 1753). This is the first report
of a scientific phenological network.
Fig. 3 - Tabella riassuntiva realizzata
da Linneo e contenente le date di
emissione fogliare di varie specie legnose registrate in 18 diverse località dell’Europa settentrionale per
tre anni consecutivi (dal 1750 al
1752). Si tratta indubbiamente del
primo esempio di rete di rilevamento
fenologico realizzata con criteri
scientifici. Nelle ultime righe in basso sono riportate anche le date delle
principali fasi di sviluppo delle colture di orzo (da “Vernatio arborum”, Linneo 1753)
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Fig. 4 - The first phenological map (1881) made by H. Hoffmann, founder of the European Phenological Network. The map shows the
start of spring in central Europe, based on the flowering of around 90 species in 240 stations: the lines link points of “isoanthesis” and
correspond to number of days early or late in comparison with a reference station (Giessen).
Fig. 4 La prima carta fenologica (1881) realizzata da H. Hoffmann, fondatore della Rete Fenologica Europea. La carta rappresenta
l’andamento spaziale dell’inizio della primavera nell’Europa media, stabilito in base alla fioritura di circa 90 specie in 240 stazioni:
linee che collegano punti di “isoantesi” rappresentano giorni di anticipo o ritardo di fioritura rispetto ad un sito di riferimento
(Giessen)

The origins of phenological cartography
Although the idea of representing the events in cartographic form, with lines of equal data (isophanes), was
originally proposed by the American De Witt at the end
of the 18th century (Zanotti 1989), we owe the creation
of the first phenological map to H. Hoffmann, founder
of the European Phenological Network (which remained
active until 1941), who in 1881 published a map of the
start of spring in central Europe (Fig.4), based on the
flowering of around 90 species in 240 stations; the map
shows the number of days early or late compared to a
reference station (Giessen) with lines linking points of
isoanthesis. Other examples were produced by Staub in
1882 (Hungary), Ziegler in 1882 (around Frankfurt) and
Ihne in 1885 (flowering of Syringa vulgaris in Europe).

Phenology in the 20th century
In the 20th century, ideas originally born in previous
centuries (modellistic and cartographic phenology) were
perfected and substantiated, also with the help of techno-
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logical progress. Experimental phenology was developed, which studies the mechanisms underlying biorhythms under controlled conditions, and Synphenology
which studies the global rhythms of biological communities (Salisbury, 1916). Data were collected by means of
objective and standardized methods (Schirone 1989;
Malossini 1993; Meier 2003) and, in part, automatically
by tele-surveyed images (Reed et al. 2003).
In the second half of the century, statistical analysis was
computerized, and spatalizations (phenological maps)
and forecasts were carried out using numerical methods
and mathematical models (Lieth, 1974).
The phenological networks, which allowed the
"phenological state" of the territory to be constantly
monitored in space and time, were used for both research
and applicative purposes. The results of the analysis of
the data collected by the networks were used to identify
geographical phenological gradients, formalized in numerical terms. A famous example is that of the American
entomologist A. Hopkins, who formulated the following
“bioclimatic law” (1918 and 1938) for the arrival of
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spring in various territories of the USA: 4 days of delay
for each degree of latitude to the north, 1.25 days for
each degree of longitude to the east and 1 day for every
30 meters of altitude. Other spatial models were subsequently proposed for various territories, phenophases and
species (Lieth 1974).
As far as Europe is concerned, one of the most important
networks was that of the International Phenological Gardens (IPG) active since 1957, with around fifty stations
located mostly in central Europe: the surveys were carried out using a standard procedure on clones of woody
plants (Schnelle & Volkert 1964). The data collected by
this particular network allowed phenological gradients to
be established throughout Europe: for example, the start
of the vegetative season occurs on average at a speed of
3.1 days for every 100 m of altitude, 2.3 days for each
100 km of latitude to the north and 0.5 days for each 100
km of longitude to the east (Rötzer & Chmielewski,
2001).
At a national level, in Britain the preexisting network
has been consolidated, while in Germany a large number
of phenological stations, coordinated by the DWD (Deutschen Wetterdienst), gather an enormous quantity of
data: some stations have been active for over a century
and data are available for the flowering of the apple tree
uninterruptedly since1896. Many other European countries (Switzerland, Austria, Holland, Slovenia, Estonia,
etc.) have important monitoring networks, mostly organized by National Meteorological Services (Menzel
2003).
In Italy a renewed interest in phenology was seen in the
20th century, although it would take some time to catch
up with the rest of Europe, especially as far as the organisation is concerned (Lorenzoni 1988).
Among the many Italian scholars who contributed to
this discipline, the botanist Alessandro Marcello deserves special mention. In the 1930s Marcello gave new
impulse to national phenology with his synphenological
research on phytocenosis and his innovative methodological proposals: he invented an efficient method for
surveying flowering stages based on a binary code
(buds, open flowers and withered flowers are indicated
with a + when present and a 0 when absent).
As far as spontaneous flora is concerned, the first important series of national phenological surveys was carried out by the Rete Fenologica Italiana coordinated by
M. Minio from 1922 to 1936, and then by A. Marcello
from 1953 to 1965, while at a regional level, the most
significant series of data is that of the Trentino region
coordinated by G. Dalla Fior, which was active for
around forty years from the 1920s to the early ’60s
(Lorenzoni 1988).
In the second part of the century the longest continuous
series of data was the one collected in Lazio, by
G.Montelucci in Guidonia 1960-1982 (Cenci & Ceschia
2000).
In the Emilia-Romagna region, from the 1980s onwards,
individual phenological stations have been set up, and
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also local monitoring networks for the creation of maps
(Puppi & Zanotti 2005)
Over the last few decades phenological research in Italy
has undergone further intensification, with the setting up
of surveying campaigns for special purposes and the establishment of the net of the Giardini Fenologici Italiani. In 1982 the first Italian Phenological Garden was
opened in S. Pietro Capofiume (BO), in accordance with
the criteria of the IPG (International Phenological Gardens), while the second was created in Oristano in 1985.
Others were then opened until reaching a network of
around fifteen sites throughout Italy (Fornaciari da Passano 2002).
The period has seen a particular rise in Phenological research applied to agriculture, supported by funding for
national projects (IPRA, PHENAGRI).

Conclusions
Today scientific and applicative interest in phenology
continues to increase, especially at an international level:
in recent years various continental and global projects
have been set up. Particular attention is given to the forecasting of the impact of climatic change on the seasonal
rhythms of phytocenosis and to the phenology of agriculture. For these purposes wide-ranging survey networks
and long series of comparable data are indispensable, and
therefore much of the effort is concentrated on the organizational aspect and is oriented towards the integration of
surveying networks at a continental (NPN, EPN, etc.) or
global level (GPN) and the critical recovery of previous
data.
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